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Why Hokkaido?
Hokkaido is surrounded by three seas & lies directly in the path of massive Siberian low pressure
weather systems. Loaded with moisture, these systems hit Hokkaido & are forced over the mountain
ranges losing the ability to hold moisture. Hokkaido becomes the recipient of the coldest, driest
maritime snow pack in the world. Snow enthusiasts come in many shapes & sizes... professionals with
precious minutes to spare... ski bums who chase winter all year round...families wishing a white winter
wonderland for their kids to experience. What unites them all is the quest for reliable snow not too far
from home. Hokkaido Japan is the obvious choice.

Less Time... Less Money
From Australia’s Eastern seaboard, direct ﬂights can have you in Sapporo in less than 10 hours. From
there it is only a few short hours by coach to access what the Japanese themselves call the country’s
best skiing. What’s more is that a return ﬂight costs roughly two thirds of an airfare to North America or
Europe. Hokkaido is excellent value for money that comes with mother nature’s own snow guarantee.

So much more...
Hokkaido Travel believes that skiers & snowboarders are explorers who wish to experience new
mountains, new cultures & new people & we have taken great care to incorporate many cultural, festive,
scenic & non-ski activities that we know will compliment your holiday & give you a balanced perspective
of the beauty, charm, mysticism & complexity of this new & exciting destination.
Some travellers will want to ski the entire time, some will combine skiing & sightseeing. Many travelers
will want an urban experience such as Tokyo or Sapporo while others prefer a thought-provoking
exploration of traditional & imperial Japan in Kyoto. Whichever category you fall into, Hokkaido Travel
has many suggestions for you, right up until the very hours before you board the plane for your journey
home.
Japan offers a unique blend of fantastic skiing opportunities mixed in with the marvels of the orient. In
the pages that follow please ﬁnd some information about some of the resorts you will be skiing & some
of the exciting experiences you can look forward to. We look forward to being your guides on this most
exciting adventure.

Face to Face Sessions
For some, travelling to regions where the spoken English word is limited, Hokkaido can bring about
some anxiety & uncertainty. Hokkaido Travel has arranged a series of informative sessions Fridays in
each of the winter months.

2006 Session Dates for Sydney, Brisbane & Melbourne
• June 16
• July 14
• August 18

• September 15
• October 13
• November 17

If you would like to attend one of these evenings please call us on 1800 801 982. Our informative wine
& cheese nights are an informal way for Hokkaido Travel specialised staff to talk with you & determine if
Hokkaido Japan is the right choice.
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